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CUSTOMER

One of the largest media corporations in the world

PROBLEM

This media giant  broadcasts one of the most watched 

sports events of the year which means they also provide 

some of the most coveted advertising space. Understanding 

how the television ads performed was limited to publicly 

available metering services that did nothing to tell the 

media client or their customers what aspects of each 

ad led to its success or failure. To gain this insight they 

had to hand code features for each ad which enabled 

them to run models against those features. This led to 

many hours of tedious labor and insights that, although 

helpful, only scratched the surface of was within reach. 

Additionally, their ad sales team was limited in their ability to 

proactively and intelligently sell to clients given their shallow 

understanding of what kind of ad would be successful.

SOLUTION

The media client decided to use CognitiveScale’s augmented 

intelligence and AWS infrastructure to apply machine learning 

and computer vision to video advertisements. The first step 
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was to ingest a large sample of historical ad videos to build machine 

understanding of the content. This work built upon the hand coded 

features provided. Given the newly expanded feature set, a variety of 

machine learning (ML) strategies were employed to unearth insights 

into exactly what features influenced an ad’s performance in the context 

of a specific ad meter (e.g. likeability or social media engagement). 

The result was a set of insights that not only displayed which 

feature sets drove ad performance, but also how those 

features affected each other when included together or not.  

CognitiveScale was also able to provide insight into how long 

each feature was included in a spot, providing a temporal 

level of insight that was absent prior to the engagement.

IMPACT

With computer vision and machine learning, the brand achieves 

significantly deeper insights into ad efficacy as well as a much-

expanded feature set.

• > 14X increase in features within the dataset

• Temporal view of the presence/absence of features

• Insights into how features impact ad performance when placed 

together or on their own

Figure 1: TV Ad videos are manually attributed, some ML applied for 
insight generation

Figure 2: Generate machine driven attributes and utilize more advanced ML for 
insight generation
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Insight Detection: 
Linear Models w/ 

Pairwise Interactions

KPI

Abstraction

Augmented 
Human 

Engagement

TV ads for 
the big game

SEE  
television advertisements with 
multiple features and ad elements

KNOW 
historical tv advertising content by 
applying computer vision to ads

ASSIST 
by unearthing insights into 
which features influence an ad’s 
engagement performance metrics

LEARN
from new data entering the system as well as ongoing feedback on 
the insights and recommendations provided

OPTIMIZE 
by constantly monitoring and ranking all of the insights and 
prioritize only the ones you care about based on these learnings

BUILD TRUST 
by providing concrete evidence supporting these 
recommendations and insights so you understand the rationale
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Advertising Efficacy Agent Anatomy
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About CognitiveScale

Learn More About Augmented Intelligence for Digital Commerce:

Contact a product specialist: at cognitivescale.com/contact

CognitiveScale builds industry-specific augmented intelligence software for financial services, healthcare, and digital commerce markets. Built on its Cortex augmented intelligence 
platform, the company’s products help enterprises leverage AI and Blockchain technology to increase user engagement, improve decision-making, and deploy self-learning and 
self-assuring business processes. The company’s clients include multiple Global 500 organizations around the world and they have formed strategic go-to-market and technology 
partnerships with IBM, Microsoft, and Deloitte. The company has been named among AI leaders in prominent research and publications including Fortune’s Top 50 companies leading 
the AI Revolution, CB Insights AI 100 and Gartner Cool Vendor.

Headquartered in Austin, Texas, CognitiveScale has offices in New York, London, and Hyderabad, India, and is funded by Norwest Venture Partners, Intel Capital, IBM Watson, 
Microsoft Ventures, USAA and The Westly Group.
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